DATA PROTECTION NOTICE
MSC Group is committed, as data controller, to protect the privacy and security of your Personal Data
Processed when you apply for work with us through the submission of this form (“Form”) and for the sole
purpose of evaluating your resume and assessing your work experience during the recruitment process
(“Purpose”).
“Personal Data” is any piece of information directly or indirectly related to you.
Your Personal Data will be collected, used, shared, and transferred (together referred to as “Processing “,
“Processed” or “Process”) in accordance with the applicable data protection laws.
The Personal Data Processed for the above-mentioned Purpose are the following:
-

Your name and surname

-

Job position

-

Your resume

-

Personal address (country, city, zip code)

-

Job preference

MSC Group is committed to protect your Personal Data with appropriate technical and organizational
security measures and such data can only be accessed by authorized personnel from human resource
department in charge of examining the Form to fulfill the Purpose.
Your Personal Data will be kept and processed only for the time strictly necessary to meet the Purpose,
except otherwise specified by applicable laws and regulations.
You acknowledge to have been informed that certain of the recipients of your Personal Data are located
in countries which may not have the same level of protection as provided by the country where you have
submitted the Form. In this case, you can expect a similar degree of protection than the one MSC provide.
In accordance with the applicable data protection law, you have the right to access, rectify or request
deletion of Personal Data about you by filling this form Here.
For legitimate grounds, you may in addition oppose to the processing of your data. Additionally, in case
you consider that your rights have been violated, you can lodge a complaint with competent supervisory
authority.
By submitting this Form, you provide your consent for the Processing of your Personal Data for the abovementioned Purpose.
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